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Chapter 2241 the majesty of Xu Junlin

Not only them, the Noirfork guys present, they all panicked and trembled after hearing
Mark’s words.

I just feel that Mr. Chu is too impulsive.

He even dared to confront Xu Junlin and other veteran giants.

Xu Junlin’s old face twitched, and Mark’s cursing was straightforward.

He originally thought that if he visited Wrilfill in person, even if Mr. Chu was mad, after
seeing himself, he would converge a bit.

Unexpectedly, this Mark not only didn’t have any awe of himself, but also intensified, so
humiliating him.

Xu Junlin laughed furiously.

“Haha~” “Well, you bastard.”

“It seems that I, Xu Junlin, have retired behind the scenes for too long. The world has
forgotten my Xu’s majesty. So that, a junior, dare Is this insulting me?” “It seems that Xu
Junlin, it’s time to show my majesty.”

“Otherwise, people in this world, don’t everyone think that Xu Junlin is old and useless?
What a cat or a dog? , Can you do it on the head of my Xu family?” “Today, I will use you
to perform surgery and let the world see. Although Xu Junlin has retired, it is still not
easy to provoke!” Xu Junlin said vigorously, with a low anger. In the middle, it is
suppressing endless feelings and chills.

Among the muddy old eyes, killing intent raged even more.

Feeling the coldness of his father, Xu He behind him trembled unconsciously.

Growing up by his father’s side since childhood, no one can understand Xu Junlin better
than Xu He.

He knew that his father was completely angry.



For many years, since their Xu family ascended to the top of the Gritsberg family, he has
never seen his father such a face.

But now~ “Smelly boy, the old man is already angry, and your death date is about to
come~” Xu He smiled grimly, his eyebrows were full of wanton and gloat.

Others don’t know, but Xu He knows his own master’s ability.

Although the old man has retired for many years, he has no real power in his hands in
the military area, only some vacant duties are left.

However, the grandfather’s remaining power is still there!

You know, there are disciples of the old man in all major military districts in the summer.

Even many people were pulled up by the old man with one hand.

The old man said in a word, who would dare not sell his face in the major military
regions?

What’s more, the three special teams created by Xu Junlin that year have now become
the strongest team in the summer.

As the founder and lifelong honorary instructor, even if Xu Junlin retired now, he would
never refuse to listen to his orders, the three special teams.

This is prestige.

Sure enough, when Xu He was gloating over misfortune, Xu Junlin raised his arm, and
then suddenly waved at the horizon. Then, the majestic anger echoed in the sky.

“War Wolf listens to the order!” “Flying leopard listens to the order!” “Black Tiger listens
to the order!” “I Xu Junlin, in the name of the honorary instructor of the Gritsberg Military
Region, order you to attack immediately.”

“Give me the madman in front of me, Kill on the spot!” Boom~ The low anger, with
endless killing intent, set off boundless waves in this world.

When Ericson and others heard this, they all trembled, their eyes filled with despair!

Especially Chen Ao, his body trembled, and his whole body was almost lying on the
ground.

Chen Ao never dreamed that in order to deal with Mark this time, the Xu family even
used the blade of the country.



Chapter 2242 Qinglong, where is it?

“Dad, what are these wolf and flying leopards?” “Could it be the beasts raised by Xu’s
family?” “However, these three thousand soldiers and horses can’t help Mr. Chu. There
are only three beasts. How can Mr. Chu fail? When Ericson and others were panicked,
Greg Shen and others were somewhat puzzled.

I don’t know what this so-called war wolf and flying leopard are.

From their point of view, Mr. Chu is not even afraid of being besieged by a thousand
troops, so how many beasts are you afraid of?

“You ignorant junior, what do you know?” “This is not a beast, but the most elite special
team in the summer!” “Each one is the sharpest sharp blade in the country.”

“Yu Wanjun can take it from it. First class!” Chen Ao said in a deep voice, his old face
extremely gloomy.

He had investigated the Lu family and the Xu family in detail before, so he knew some of
the cards and methods of the Xu family naturally.

Among them, the most terrifying thing for Chen Ao was the three teams created by Xu
Junlin.

War wolf, flying leopard, black tiger.

Any of these teams is one of the best special teams in the summer.

Every one of them possesses unique skills.

Even under the siege of a thousand troops, they all have the ability to break through the
siege.

But now, three came all at once.

“It seems that the Xu family will not give up if they don’t kill Mr. Chu this time.”

Chen Ao frowned.

When Greg Shen and others heard it, they were shocked on the spot.

“Wh…what?” “The country…the blade of the country?” “The most…strongest special
team?” “Among the ten thousand army, can take the head of the general…

First level?



“God! What kind of force did this Xu family mobilize? Greg Shen wailed in his heart, and
only felt that he was completely dead this time. Although Mark is not afraid of Qianjun.
But in Ericson’s opinion After all, those people in Wang Dongsheng were just recruits, a
group of mobs, and finally they were frightened by Mr. Chu to kneel to the ground and
worship. And those three teams, each of which was obviously an elite, threatened Mark,
undoubtedly far greater than Wang Dongsheng’s mob. “I just don’t know, what should
Mr. Chu do this time?

“Ericson’s old face was pale, because of fear, the whole person seemed a bit arrogant.
But no matter how scared, what can be done. Ericson and the others, the only hope now
is Mark. They can only pray, Mark still has the cards to play. Although, this possibility is
very slim. Swish swish~ Just when everyone was panicked, at the end of the horizon,
dozens of silhouettes were seen, fast and frightened, and graceful as flying swallows.
After being summoned, they galloped in. The figure is vigorous, and the speed is fast,
like a stream of light. Flying over the walls, walking on the walls, like flying swallows on
the top of the building. All kinds of difficult stunts are shocking everyone. Just like this, in
all In the trembling eyes, these special combat personnel with special skills approached
where Mark was, frantically! Like death’s sickle, they slowly cut down at Mark. “Junior,
the farce is over.

“You are proud to die in the hands of the strongest special team in the summer.”

“Under the Tianhe River, in front of The Twinfill, Xu Junlin stood proudly. In front of him,
the young man was silent, behind him, there was a strong man running fast. He looked
down at Mark and sneered. However, Xu Junlin thought that Mark was watching. After
the scene in front of him, he would be frightened and afraid to beg for mercy. But soon
he discovered that he was wrong. The young man in front of him, not only did not panic,
but also smiled faintly. “A few mobs, learned some martial arts. Do you dare to claim to
be the strongest team?

Mark shook his head and chuckled, and continued. “Old man Xu, it seems that I have an
obligation to let you know, what is called, the strongest summer?”

Amidst the total laughter, Mark took a step forward, then looked up at the sky, and drank
in a deep voice.
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